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QUESTION 1

Your customer wants to allocate Default Putaway Type and Drop location for the Blind IB LPNs after 

Putaway. 

Select the three configurations required to complete Putaway process. (Choose three.) 

A. Use Putaway Type defined in Putaway Type UI screen to set PUTAWAY_TYPE Parameter in Facility Parameter UI
Screen 

B. Putaway Type should be defined in Putaway Type UI screen at Facility level. 

C. Set DEFAULT_DROP_LOCN Parameter in Company Parameter UI screen. 

D. Use Putaway Type defined in Putaway Type UI screen to set PUTAWAY_TYPE Parameter in Company parameter
UI Screen. 

E. Set Putaway Priority and Rules in UI Screen at Facility level. 

F. Set DEFAULT_DROP_LOCN Parameter in Facility Parameter UI screen. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

A warehouse manager needs to view additional information not available in the existing Picking 

applications. 

Identify two ways to fulfill this requirement. (Choose two.) 

A. Create a custom WMS BI Cloud showing the information. 

B. Access data through SQL. 

C. Modify the base application to display additional information. 

D. Use a base WMS BI Cloud showing the needed information. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company has two facilities, one in California, and the other in New Jersey. The California facility needs to
exclusively check the quality of each item on receiving whereas the New Jersey one need to exclusively perform Value-
Added Service (VAS) on each unit during receiving and shipping. Identify the Location Types that are required to be
defined in the Oracle WMS Cloud to receive the items at the California Facility. 

A. Reserve and VAS 
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B. Active and VAS 

C. Reserve and QC 

D. Active and Reserve 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Item X has product life as 40 days and % Acceptable as 40%. You are doing receiving for your company via RF and
today is Sep. 15th, 2017. The receiving transaction that you use to receive Item X has left the screen parameter allow-
rem-exp-override blank, and has the screen parameter allow- inv-exp-override set to on. Identify two valid facts.
(Choose two.) 

A. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Sep. 30th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

B. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 25th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

C. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 10th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

D. Expiry date is the only date value that you can enter via receiving transactions, but it is optional based on the items
configuration. 

E. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct.20th, 2017, and there\\'s an existing inventory
of Item X whose expiry date is Oct.4th, the system will allow to receive it. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify the export type that is not supported in an Express Report. 

A. CSV 

B. RTF 

C. PowerPoint 

D. Excel 

E. PDF 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

When creating an Appointment, which three "Matching value type" selections can be used to create the Appointment?
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(Choose three.) 

A. License Plane Nbr 

B. Load Nbr 

C. Dock Door 

D. PO Number 

E. Advance Shipment Notification 

F. Trailer Nbr 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Consider that in your company you are handling lot number tracking of items. Which two statements are true regarding
lot management? (Choose two.) 

A. Once can allocate the Inventory against the lot number during waving against an Outbound Order. 

B. After performing the Putaway of an IB LPN, which is having the lot number, the lot number will not be transferred to
the Active location. 

C. A received IBLPN can have multiple lot number-tracked SKUs with different lot number inventory at any point of
time. 

D. A batch number in the Batch Management UI has to be always linked to an expiry date. 

Correct Answer: AD  

 

QUESTION 8

Identify the type of functions you need to use to handle conditional information in a report. 

A. Arithmetic and Geometric Functions 

B. WMS BI Cloud does not support that type of functionality 

C. String Functions 

D. Dynamic Functions 

E. Logical Functions 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 9

Your customer is a Third Party Logistics operator (3PL) and ships multiple customer\\'s orders from two centralized
facilities, one on each coast of the country. How do you set up the Facility, Company, and User hierarchy in the system
(in sequential order)? 

A. Because of the distance between Facilities, you recommend two WMS Cloud instances for your customer. 

B. Create the 3PL\\'s customer\\'s Companies first, then the Users, next assign customers and Users to the Facilities,
and finally create an Admin account for the 3PL in each facility. 

C. Create the Parent 3PL Company, then the Facilities, next the Companies, next re-create each User in each facility he
or she is eligible for work. 

D. Create the Parent 3PL Company, then nested Locations Zones to represent the facilities and the customer
Companies and finally add the Users. 

E. Create the Parent Company as the 3PL, then the two facilities, next the Users in the facilities, and the Companies
that represent the customers, and the users to the companies. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You are the inventory control superuser of a warehouse and need to audit all the cycle count activities done by the
operators before they are communicated to the host system from WMS Cloud. You are responsible for the cycle count
functionality configuration of the warehouse as well. This warehouse was newly bought by your company. Your
company is a 3PL and this new warehouse will be used for a new client of your company. Which four tasks do you need
to complete? (Choose four.) 

A. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to off. 

B. Audit the Pending records in the Cycle Count Adjustment screen. 

C. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to on. 

D. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for your company. 

E. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the company that you are configuring. 

F. Set the facility parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the new warehouse. 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

 

QUESTION 11

A Purchase order created in ERP is downloaded to WMS Cloud. Which two statements are correct related to the
Purchase order update? (Choose two.) 

A. UPDATE is sent in the Header and CREATE in the Detail for an existing Purchase Order line. The application will
add up the corresponding "Order Quantity". 
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B. The Purchase order header can be updated by sending an UPDATE action code when the status is in Created and
Received. 

C. Purchase order can be re-created by sending the RE-CREATE action code when the status is In-Receiving. 

D. UPDATE is sent both in the Header and Detail for an existing line. The application will just update the record at
Details. 

E. The RE-CREATE action code if sent for an existing PO, the same PO will be deleted and re-created with the new
details. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You are performing the Split IB LPNs RF transaction and seeing an error message: Shipment Verification 

status mismatch. 

Which three are valid? (Choose three.) 

A. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against two different ASNs respectively. 

B. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter required-validations is set up as No Validation. 

C. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter split-uom is left bank. 

D. If the to-IBLPN is received via the Recv Shipment RF transaction, the from-IBLPN might be from the Create RF
transaction. 

E. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against the same ASN. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three configurations are required to sort the SKU A and B while receiving? (Choose three.) 

A. An IB Shipment Type should be created to receive Purchase Order with sort SKUs. 

B. Use Custom Field in Vendor UI to map the item that needs to be sorted. 

C. Break Rule with Criteria needs to be set for the Sorting Rule. 

D. Receive Station Location for Sorting should be created and mapped with the Sorting Rule. 

E. Putaway Type should be configured for the SKU. 

F. The Locations Size type should be defined for each Receive Station Location. 
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Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify two scenarios in which the user can select the "Release Pick Info" option in the Wave Inquiry UI to generate the
wave information for MHE systems. (Choose two.) 

A. after wave picking has started for all allocations (alloc_qty>packed_qty, but packed_qty>0) 

B. if all the lines are picked (if allocations packed qty=alloc qty) for all the allocations 

C. after wave picking has started, but some allocations have not been picked yet (allocations having packed_qty=0) 

D. packed_qty not evaluated when sending Wave Pick Info 

E. if picking has not started for the wave 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which five combinations of lot and expiry date are valid scenarios in WMS Cloud? (Choose five.) 

A. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and the same expiry dates. 

B. Two IB LPNs of the same item have the same lot and the same expiry date. 

C. The IB LPNs have an item with the same lot and different expiry dates. 

D. An item is lot-tracked but not expiry-date-tracked. 

E. An item is expiry-date-tracked but not lot-tracked. 

F. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and different expiry dates. 

Correct Answer: BCDEF 
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